Introduction
The problem of the extension of a quasiconformal or quasisymmetric embedding /: X --+ R, X C -B', onto a large domain Y ) X is well known. A quasisymmetric embedding here is an embedding / such that there is a homeomorphism c: [ : 0. Quasisymmetric embeddings are the natural generalization of quasiconformal mappingsl see, for instance, [18] . In particular, a homeomorphism E" is quasiconformal if and only if it is quasisymmetric.
We are interested in the case where X : B C E" is a closed ball. The fact that every quasisymmetric embedding of a closed disc .B2 --+ .R2 is extended up to a quasiconformal automorphism of E2 (see [9, 18] ) is the well-known corollary of the M-condition of Ahlfors [1, Chapter IV].
A new phenomenon emerges with the growth of dimension. Namely, there appear quasisymmetric (even bi-Lipschitz) embeddings of a closed three-dimensional ball -B3 .* R3 which cannot be extended to an embedding of an open neighbourhood U, Bs Ctl C R3. After this paper was completed, Jussi Väisätä pointed out to me that this phenomenon was discovered for the first time by F.W. Gehring [11] , who constructed such an embedding with two singular points on the boundary of the ball (see detailed proof for this construction in the paper by G. Martin [15] Figure 2) and their å--images, rn € Z, yields the fattening boundary bd U(d) : U*,xh*(X*) U {p, g} of the arc d which is a wild Fox-Artin sphere S* in -831 see Figure 3 . Now we will form a finite family C of sphere, Si, j € ,/, with the following properties:
1. The union of the annuli X7, is covered by the interiors of ^9i.
2. For each k, j either BpnSi i 0 ", ^9; is orthogonal to the sphere bdB1,; this also holds for /(ä) and I(h-') taken instead of bd .B7,. 5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between spheres 51 e C crossing .I(ä), and spheres 51 e C crossing I(lu-t; so that Si: h(S j).
In other words, we will form a finite "bubble cover" of bd [ of the knotting period d4 : (r1,12) U (x'r,r!) U (r3,rl), three disjoint domains : "broken tubes" D(*r,x2), D(at2,r!) and D(*t,r'1) obtained by the union of small prisms P(,t, n) with the number-pairs (&, n) from the following sets: (17, 33) D("'*\) ' (e , 42) (e, 37) (e, 31) (e ,24) (e, 16) (17,34) (t7,27) (17, 19) (e, 7) (e, 8) (e, e) ( Let now S; be the spheres of radii /57S *itn the centres in vertices of prisms P(k,n) forming the domains D('*,*). If such spheres ,S; and ^9i intersect, their centres are the adjacent vertices of some prism P(k,n) C P and their angle of intersection is rl3.
Denote bV BlrD the ball with the centre in the centre of the prism P(k,n) and of radius \/11112. Its boundary sphere S(k,n) is orthogonal to each of the spheres S; whose centres are the vertices of P(k,n). After that we may assume that the balls .B1 whose union is the three components of. U7, are the balls B(i,n) corresponding to the prisms P(i,n) from the domains D(,r.*).
For the isometric spheres I(ä) and I(h-') take the spheres S'(rr,\/$m) ard 52 (217 , t/U iD, respectively, of the radii 1/83/ 12 and with the centres at the points 21 and.217 whicharethecentresofthe lstandthe 17thfloors,i.e.,thecentres of the prisms P(1, 31) and P (17, 31) . Here, the radius of these spheres is such that they only intersect the spheres ,S(1,14), S(1,33), ,9(1,42), and,S (17, 14) , S(17,33), ,S(17,42), respectively, and they are orthogonalto the spheres ,91 with the centres at vertices of the prisms P(7,n) and P(17, n) which are nearest to z1 and zy, respectively. Note that the interiors of the spheres ,9; with the centres at the vertices of the prisms P(k,n) do not cover the entire boundary bdUr,, i.e., not all the spherical annuli X.i C S(h,n). The hexagonal and quadrangular domains on these annuli, corresponding to sides of the prisms P(k,n), are still uncovered. Let us cover each hexagonal domain on X; C S(k,n) with the union of the interiors of seven spheres orthogonal to the sphere s(k,n). six of them have equal radii, they are orthogonal to the spheres ,9t and so intersect at the angles zr/3. The seventh sphere intersects six others at the right angles and does not intersect the sphereŝ 9; with the centres at vertices of. P(k,n); see Figure 5 . ' We cover each quadrangular domain on X; C ^9(&, ") by interiors of five spheres orthogonal to the sphere -9(k, rz). Four of these spheres have equal radii, they are orthogonal to the spheres ,9i and so intersect at the angles rl3. The Finally, let us note that properties 2 and 4 of the family C (where 2 in the case ,S1 n B; * 0 and Sp f\ Bi f 0 means that ,Sr is orthogonal to the circle ålj : bdB; obdB;) allow us to ,,bend" cylindrical surfaces forming bdul,, and thus to bend the whole surface ,S* along the circles bounding the spherical annuli h^(X;) without c.hanging dihedral angles between the spheres of our covering (h*(C)) of the surface ,9*.
Denote by Gr , G2 and Ge three Möbius groups generated by reflections with respect to spheres ,9j' whose interiors intersect the domains D(r1, a2), D(c|,at) and D(r3, r', ) , respectively. These groups are discrete due to the property 3 of the family C and to the Poincard-Aleksandrov theorem on fundamental polyhedra (see [5] G -(G, 'FHL hGr6-r *u,, Gs,h : hHs6-t -Hl).
In other words, the copresentation (2.3) implies that the group G is the HNNextension of the group Gö bv means of the element ä, where G*s is generated by reflections in spheres of the family c* : cz u cs u h(cr). Here, the subfamily C; C C, i:1,2,3, consistsof spheres S14-C intersectingthe ith domain D(*,*) ( Let G' be a Möbius group generated by reflections in the sides of the poly- we find that the group G' is the HNN-extension of the group GI C G' generated by all reflections in the sides of fii bV means of the element ä0. This subgroup Gl (as the group Go C G) is the free product of its subgroups Gl, G| with amalgamated subgroups Gti i G'j. Thus [20, chapter b] .
